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Anarchic Manufacturing

Andrew Ma, Aydin Nassehi and Chris Snider

Design & Manufacture Futures Laboratory, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TR, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces anarchic manufacturing, an extremely distributed planning
and control philosophy as the methodology for planning and controlling future smart
factories. Anarchic manufacturing delegates decision making authority and auton-
omy to the lowest level of entities in system elements with no centralised control or
oversight. It is often postulated that traditional hierarchical structures may not be
well suited to manage the state-of-the-art hyper-connected smart factories due to
their reliance on communication between management layers. Distributed systems,
on the other hand, are commonly perceived to be inherently more flexible, robust
and adaptable than hierarchical systems due to their structure. This paper charac-
terises distributed systems by evaluating the relative flexibility of a representative
hierarchical system against an anarchic system in a job shop scenario. Multi agent
based simulation is used to model both hierarchical and anarchic systems, which
are tested for flexibility following the Taguchi method and compared against Tail-
lard’s benchmark job shop problems for overall performance. The results show that
the anarchic system performs as well as the hierarchical system when subjected to
unforeseen disruption, refuting the argument that hierarchical systems are too rigid
and distributed systems are inherently more flexible. However, anarchic manufactur-
ing systems, which show adaptability and self-optimising traits, provide a platform
to potentially enable the emerging digital manufacturing paradigm through the free
market structure especially when bandwidth for communications is limited.
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1. Introduction

Global manufacturing is moving from mass production to mass customisation, driven
by a demand for increased product customisation and personalisation (Hu 2013). The
volatile change in customer demands has driven manufacturers to become more ro-
bust, dynamic and responsive, using technology to achieve these attributes (Mourtzis
and Doukas 2014). Modern manufacturers have to frequently adapt to dynamic and
unpredictable environments, particularly for job shops and flow shops (Scholz-Reiter,
Rekersbrink, and Görges 2010). To counter volatile environments, manufacturers em-
ploy flexible operations as a strategic and competitive priority (Narasimhan, Talluri,
and Das 2004; Ivanov, Das, and Choi 2018), often using smart manufacturing tech-
nologies (Kusiak 2018).

One of the most difficult problems manufactures face in volatile environments, with
high product turnover and constant change is scheduling operations. Scheduling is a
complex problem, and becoming increasingly important with the uptake in automation
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and want of flexibility in manufacturing (Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink, and Görges 2010).
Traditionally, hierarchical scheduling methods are used to solve for optimal solutions,
these are best designed for and operate in static well-defined problems but are too
inflexible to effectively cope with real-time disruptions.

Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink, and Görges (2010) found in complex scenarios a cen-
tral strategy tries to satisfy all constraints at once, becoming inflexible to increasing
volatility or complexity. Multi-agent heterarchical distributed systems, underpinned
by the emergent synthesis concept, have been shown to increase robustness and flexi-
bility (Ouelhadj and Petrovic 2009). Emergent synthesis methods have been identified
to best solve problems with incomplete knowledge areas, where a global emergent di-
rection arises from multiple elements pursuing individual interests and goals (Ueda
et al. 2001).

Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink, and Görges (2010) state that the next research steps
should evaluate heterarchical distributed systems in general problem formulations,
such as job shop problems, for robustness against unforeseen disruptions. This paper
aims to explore purely distributed systems, with no central control or oversight. “An-
archy” in manufacturing is defined as a heterarchical distributed structure where deci-
sion making authority and autonomy is at the lowest level, between system elements.
This Anarchic Manufacturing System is then compared against a simple hierarchical
system and tested against Taillard (1993) benchmark job shop scheduling problems
for effectiveness, and a set of job shop scenarios with unforeseen disruptions to evalu-
ate robustness following a Taguchi method to evaluate multiple parameters (Clemson
et al. 1995). The later set of experiments tests the relative flexibility of the anarchic to
hierarchical systems; distributed systems have been assumed to be inherently flexible
(Shen and Norrie 1999).

This paper, an extension of Nassehi and Ma (2017) ‘A prelude to Anarchic Manu-
facturing’, first covers the background for anarchic distributed manufacturing systems
with an applicable definition of flexibility. It then demonstrates how the anarchic and
hierarchical systems were modelled using agent based modelling, including relevant
agent interaction mechanisms. The experimental framework is then outlined for both
Taillard’s job shop problems and flexibility tests following the Taguchi method. The
results for both of these sets of experiments are displayed and discussed, before con-
cluding.

2. Background

2.1. Manufacturing Paradigms

Recent manufacturing paradigms, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), Reconfig-
urable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) and most recently Cloud Based Manufacturing
(CBM), all aim to improve flexibility (Jovane, Koren, and Boer 2003; Bi et al. 2008;
Liu et al. 2018). FMS utilises mechanisation and low level automation to improve flex-
ibility and product variety (Jovane, Koren, and Boer 2003); however, high software
complexity, investment and maintenance cost with low reconfigurability have limited
FMS takeup (Mehrabi, Ulsoy, and Koren 2000).

RMS utilises reconfigurable and modular elements to significantly reduce ramp-
up time whilst maintaining reliability (Koren, Wang, and Gu 2017). Koren et al.
(1999) compares dedicated manufacturing lines, FMS and RMS show their relative
limitations and benefits, additionally the enabling technologies and improvements for
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RMS are discussed. The most significant of these is the coupling of open-architecture
reconfigurable controllers. For the flexibility and responsiveness benefits of RMS to
be realised, improvements in interrelated technologies and design for reconfigurability
are required. Job shops are typically highly flexible small manufacturers of one-offs or
small batches, not necessarily constrained to individual MTs.

CBM is a service and customer orientated manufacturing model, where customers
can access on-demand shared resources, these can be diversified across multiple enti-
ties. By utilising distributed resources, temporary and reconfigurable production sys-
tems are created; envisioned to improve efficiency and resource utilisation (Wu et al.
2013).

2.2. Scheduling and control

Allwood et al. (2015) observed increasing a manufacturers product variety led to a de-
crease in productivity and a significant increase in production time due to conflicting
demands. The predominate method to manage product mix complexity has been to
design in product families or platforms. However, these current simplification method-
ologies have their limitations, and do not address the increasing trend in volatility of
market dynamics. Scholz-Reiter and Freitag (2007) states conventional structures and
methodologies cannot handle dynamic environments, including unpredictable events
and disturbances, in a satisfactory manner.

There is a shift from centrally controlled hierarchical systems to decentralised in-
telligent control of the systems elements (Scholz-Reiter, Windt, and Freitag 2004).
Distributed intelligent systems, utilising a flat heterarchical structure, have decision
making autonomy (Hülsmann and Windt 2007). Local interactions between intelli-
gent agents within a society aim to solve a given problem (Kádár and Monostori
2001), whilst exhibiting flexible autonomous behaviour with social ability, reactivity
and pro-activeness (Wooldridge et al. 1995).

Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink, and Görges (2010) compares autonomous control meth-
ods, which enable system elements to make decisions, against a centralised scheduling
heuristic in a flexible flow-shop scenario. Centralised scheduling performed better re-
gardless of system complexity, however the autonomous system was favourable for
multi-stage and dynamic scenarios. It was concluded that centralised methods aim
to satisfy all constraints simultaneously, this proved to be too restrictive in evolving
environments; rather autonomous and distributed methods would divide the problem
and successively solve these sub-problems.

Production scheduling is traditionally done by a human scheduler who centrally
plans considering a number of factors, including fulfilling orders, demands and restric-
tions, reducing inventory, etc. (Berglund and Karltun 2007). Centralised strategies
are typically poor at dealing with dynamic and changing environments, there are a
number of centralised dynamic scheduling methods researched which Ouelhadj and
Petrovic (2009) categorises into; heuristics, meta-heuristics and other artificial intelli-
gence methods. This paper uses a heuristic (dispatch rule) with triggered rescheduling
as a comparable centralised scheduling system.

2.3. Control architectures

There are varying degrees of centralised control, Figure 1 illustrates the decision mak-
ing structure for centralised to anarchic structures. This paper evaluates the anarchic
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manufacturing system, a flat autonomous intelligent multi-agent system, against job
shop scenarios and characterises any inherent flexibility relative to centralised schedul-
ing systems. The two extreme systems were chosen to evaluate inherent traits.

Hierarchical architectures are those that have a layered management structure, with
decreasing authority and autonomy. These hierarchical and centralised structures typ-
ically have a master / slave relationship, and traditionally use structure to handle
complexity (Heragu et al. 2002). They are the predominate management structure
in industry, particularly for non-autonomous human-centred shop-floors, which often
use simple dispatch heuristics; for example a job shop queueing estimate heuristic
(Chang 1997). There has been extensive research into advanced centralised methods,
for example advanced search heuristics, to obtain optimal solutions in static environ-
ments. Centralised methods are criticised for being too rigid and very poor at reacting
to dynamic situations (Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink, and Görges 2010). Recent related
works in centralised systems cover advanced search algorithms for similar scenarios;
Shamshirband et al. investigates a genetic-based open-shop scheduling on consider-
ing machine maintenance (Shamshirband et al. 2015), additionally Hosseinabadi et
al. uses a gravitational emulation local search algorithm for multi-objective dynamic
job shop scheduling (Hosseinabadi et al. 2015). For this study a simple (First In First
Out) FIFO heuristic is used to compare hierarchical systems relative to anarchic, this
is sufficient to evaluate inherent traits of the two system types.

Distributed systems have at least some degree of low level decision making, there
are various system currently researched for distributed scheduling and control and
underpinned by the concept of emergent synthesis. Distributed systems, by contrast
to hierarchical and centralised structures, have a degree of decision making freedom
at the lowest levels of the system. Due to reported rigidity and lack of fault tolerance
of hierarchical systems, there has been a significant rise in research of decentralised
production control systems (Meissner, Ilsen, and Aurich 2017). Semi-heterarchical sys-
tems, also known as hybrid systems, such as Fractual Manufacturing Systems (Ryu
and Jung 2003) and Holonic systems (Heragu et al. 2002), aim to benefit from both hi-
erarchical and distributed attributes. Low level decision making is autonomous within
certain bounds, which are defined hierarchically. The hierarchical structure aims to
provide stability and reduce complexity whilst enabling emergent behaviour and out-
comes from low level autonomy (Ryu and Jung 2003). Heterarchical mediator architec-
tures such as MetaMorph II, a Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) system (Shen,
Weiming, Maturana, Francisco & Norrie 2000), allow autonomous behaviour but uses
centralised agents for special purposes, such as conflict resolution, macro optimisation
and brokering.

Fully heterarchcial systems, including anarchic manufacturing systems, have no cen-
tralised control or oversight; related projects in this field are DAI, Distributed Multiple
Agent Systems (DMAS) and Biological Manufacturing Systems (BMS) (Pendharkar
1999; Shen and Norrie 1999; Ueda et al. 2001). Distributed systems are underpinned
by the concept of emergent synthesis where individual elements pursue their own
objectives without any particularly defined macro objective, to solve unforeseen or
unquantifiable problems (Ueda et al. 2001). DAI and DMAS use artificial intelligence
in agents to represent a system element, enabling autonomous behaviour and interac-
tion with other agents and its environment. BMS takes inspiration from biomimetic
design, Ueda uses field attraction and an ant colony pheromone mechanism in Ueda,
Vaario, and Ohkura (1997); Ueda, Kito, and Fujii (2006), whilst applying an Evolu-
tionary Artificial Neural Network for agent decision making in Ueda, Fujii, and Inoue
(2007). This draws on the rapidly growing area of Machine Learning within Artificial
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Figure 1. Centralisation of structures

Intelligence.
Anarchic Manufacturing systems, introduced in this paper, is a fully heterarchical

structure using a free market architecture. Free market principles are at the cen-
tre of the Anarchic system’s design principles, aiming to benefit from traits of self-
organisation, adaptability and efficiency. At a low level the inter-agent negotiation
mechanisms are an extension of the contract net protocol and Kádár’s contract net
protocol with cost factor adaptation (Kádár and Monostori 2001). Intelligence allows
agents to adjust their behaviour according to their environment and interaction with
other agents. A free market architecture for distributed systems takes advantage of
the flexibility and high adaptability traits, thus gaining a highly productive society
(Dias and Stentz 2000). The free market additionally benefits from very well under-
stood economic theory and practice; creating a platform that can be easily developed
further. A competitive structure between similar agents was used, as agents within
a particular type were homogeneous and therefore in competition with each other,
whilst heterogeneous agent types cooperated (Pendharkar 2012).

2.4. Defining flexibility

Sethi and Sethi (1990) states that complexity and multidimensionality are the only
clear aspect of manufacturing flexibility. Cantamessa (1997) describes manufacturing
flexibility as; the ability in the short term for systems to adapt to changes in product
mix, process plans and machine status, and in the medium and long term the ability
to sustain changes in demand, product characteristics, quantity and quality. Golden
and Powell (2000) define four dimensions of flexibility; temporal, range, intention and
focus.

Only temporal and range dimensions are appropriate to the bounded and closed
manufacturing system modelled, without external interaction, focusing on short term
operational problems. Intention and focus are beyond the scope of this study, as they
evaluate the high level and strategic flexibility. Temporal and range dimensions address
the ability to handle and adapt to foreseen and unforeseen changes in the environment.
Efficiency and responsiveness measure the temporal dimension, and robustness and
versatility measures range (Golden and Powell 2000). These appropriate qualitative
metrics are measured quantitatively and defined in Section 6.2.

Golden and Powell (2000) state, within the temporal dimension, an efficient system
can accommodate change with minimal reduction in performance; thereby maintaining
efficiency whilst responding to change. Responsive systems can adapt to change in a
suitable period of time. In the range dimension, versatility measures the range of
circumstances and activities that a system has planned for, responding to foreseeable
changes in environment; this was unsuitable to investigate as the tested systems need
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to be directly comparable for the jobs processed. Robustness measures the system’s
ability to react to unforeseen or unpredictable changes in the environment (Golden
and Powell 2000); this was not tested at a high strategic level but at a low operational
level.

2.5. Study aims

This study investigates a distributed system against a centralised hierarchical system,
testing for any inherent relative flexibility; a general problem was used where fun-
damental differences would be observable. It is commonly thought that decentralised
distributed systems have an inherent flexibility and that hierarchical systems are too
rigid for modern manufacturing (Shen et al. 2006). The distributed system selected is
an anarchic manufacturing system at the extreme end of decentralisation. The testing
methodology, following the Taguchi method, varies a large number of parameters as-
sociated with unforeseen disruption and the anarchic system’s structure, including its
free market design. Relative flexibility was analysed to compare the two systems.

To test the two selected manufacturing systems for inherent flexibility, a general
problem was formed associated with job shop scheduling. A periodic batch arrival of
jobs, requiring two operations of a predefined randomly allocated duration and capa-
bility, are processed by machines, with overlapping capabilities and susceptibility to
failure. Relative flexibility was characterised through observing the systems’ response
to unforeseen disruption. The high and random variability of operations mimics the
likely challenges faced in Industry 4.0; as demand for mass customisation and rapid
lead times can lead to volatile environments for manufacturers.

2.6. Modelling platform

A manufacturing system where elements have decision-making intelligence and auton-
omy, enabling them to coordinate themselves through interaction, can be modelled
using agent-based models (Cantamessa 1997). Individual agent behaviour, decision
making and communication, using discrete-event processes and logic, enables agent
interactions. Bigus and Bigus (2001) states a general programming language, such as
Java, can model intelligent agents; however, the multi-method software platform Any-
Logic 7 eliminates the need to create agents from scratch, the platform can combine
system dynamics, multi-agent and discrete-event modelling (Borshchev 2013). Any-
Logic processes and commands have been adjusted to counter multi-agent modelling
issues to obtain the expected functionality, these include: synchronous vs asynchronous
communication, deadlocks, simultaneous event firing issues.

3. Agent based modelling of an anarchic manufacturing system

3.1. Anarchic model

The Anarchic Manufacturing system’s design principles stem from free markets and
use a permutation of the contract net protocol, this is most suitably modelled us-
ing agent based models. See Section 2.3 for relevant literature for Anarchic systems.
Agent based models utilise a population of interacting and individually addressable
agents of different types; each agent type has predetermined decision-making logic and
behaviour. Agent types represent different system elements, for example; jobs, MTs,
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Figure 2. Agent based manufacturing system

operators or transporters. Agents use discrete event state charts to model behaviour,
actions and decision making; agents can communicate via messaging, as well as ob-
serve and change each others parameters. Advanced agent based models can simulate
complex scenarios and have non-deterministic behaviour. Figure 2 is a graphical rep-
resentation of two agents, Jobs (J) and MTs (M); Jobs are represented by circles and
MTs by rectangular. Agents can change colour and size according to their status, and
a solid line between agents signals communicating agents.

Agent based modelling uses asynchronous messaging between agents, meaning that
the order of sequentially sent messages is not necessarily preserved on the receiving
end. To combat this synchronisation issue in agent based modelling an Operation han-
dler (O) is used; avoiding simultaneous event firing issues and clashes, the Operation
handler has no functional use with respect to scheduling. The anarchic manufacturing
S is represented by the ternary (J, M, O).

Agent based models created in AnyLogic uses statecharts to model behaviour, tran-
sitions between statecharts and nomenclature are shown in Figure 3. State transitions
occur within agents, message receipt and agent arrival transitions are triggered by
other agents, timeout, condition and decision transitions are evaluated by the agent.
The return to historic point returns an agent to its previous point and action within
a state.

3.2. Job agents

Job agents need to complete a predetermined sequence of operations to exit the system.
For the distributed system, jobs only plan the next operation rather than determining
a route through the whole manufacturing system. Assuming that planning is concerned
with r Jobs, the Job set is composed as:

J = {j1, j2, ..., jr} (1)
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Figure 3. Statechart nomenclature

With j1 representing job i. To complete operations, Jobs are given a budget to spend
on consuming services; they are also instructed to spend so that they have sufficient
budget to complete all their future operations. In the proposed agent based model,
jobs have multiple budget currencies; operational, emissions and environmental; see
Section 4.1 for an explanation of multiple currencies. The cost of an operation is
associated with both operational and emissions budget. Time in system is associated
with environmental budget, which is continuously deducted whilst the Job is in the
manufacturing system; this increases the job’s appetite for risk which acts as a lean
mechanism.

To determine the available budget to spend on a given operation, the Job accounts
for both its remaining budget and future operations; to ensure its ability to complete
all operations. γij(t) denotes the remaining budget in budget category j for job i at
time t. ψi(t) denotes the remaining number of operations for Job i at time t. So, if
λij(t) is the allocated budget for an operation for job i in budget category j at time t,
the Job allocates remaining budget equally to all remaining operations, following the
equation:

λij(t) =
γij(t)

ψi(t)
(2)

Job agent behaviour is governed by the state chart shown in Figure 4. For a Job’s
next operation, of capability Ci, it tries to find a capable MT, of capabilities Ck, within
reasonable cost for its allocated budget for that operation through a tendering and
bidding process; given that the MT is close enough to communicate with. There is a
limited communication range for Jobs connecting to other agents; this communication
range for Job i is denoted by φi and the distance between the Job i to MT k at time
t is denoted by Dik(t). The set of MTs who qualify to tender is evaluated as:

MiBid = {Mk|Ci ∈ Ck ∨Dik(t) < φi} (3)

MTs tender and bidding is evaluated over a certain number of bidding rounds, to
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see whether the lowest cost MT of MiBid is below the Job’s threshold. The Job’s cost
threshold for each budget in bidding round n, αijn(t), is increased by the factor ρi(t)
between each bidding round; ρi(t) is the Jobs appetite for risk at time t. The initial
thresholds for each currency is evaluated by:

αijn(t) = 0.9λij(t) (4)

All subsequent bid rounds, n+ 1, cost thresholds are evaluated by:

αijn+1(t) = ρi(t) · αijn(t) (5)

Where the risk factor ρi is a function of time, budget remaining and operations
remaining denoted as:

ρi(t) = f(t, γi, ψi) (6)

Appetite for risk and the subsequent willingness to spend more contributes to the
free market mechanism, where price rises as demand increases against a fixed supply.
Additionally, the concept of risk highlights the agent’s intelligence and changing be-
haviour in response to it’s dynamic environment. If successfully allocated to a MT,
the Job will join the queue for the MT and on completing the operation rejoin the
waiting area, if unsuccessful the Job will move elsewhere to try to find a suitable MT.
On completing all operations the Job will exit the system. Whilst a Job is waiting and
unable to find a suitable MT, some budgets are regularly increased and the Job can
trade with other Jobs; see Section 4.2 for an explanation of inter-job trading. Within a
free market a Job with insufficient funds would not be processed at all, a regular bud-
get increase negates this for manufacturing, as all Jobs must be processed eventually
even those with an initial low priority.

3.3. Machine Tool agents

MT agents are service providers on a chargeable basis, enabling Jobs to complete oper-
ations and to prioritise operations on behalf of the whole system; a Job assigned with
a high budget indicates its priority and value to the manufacturing system. Assuming
there are q machines in the system, the set of machines is defined as:

M = {m1,m2, ...,mq} (7)

The cost for an operation on machine k in budget category j at time t is denoted
by βkj(t), Mk has capabilities denoted as Ck. MTs operates operational and bidding
processes simultaneously, these are governed by the two state charts shown in Figure
5. Figure 5 (a) governs the bidding process, of an initial cost βkjn(t), where n is 0,
which is a function of the MTs current utilisation and any subsequent rebidding costs,
calculated as:
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Figure 4. Job agent statechart

βkjn(t) = 0.8βmax · ωk(t) + 0.2βmax (8)

Where ωk(t) is utilisation of MT k at time t and βmax is a predefined maximum
MT cost. The MT’s cost is lowered between bid rounds by σkj(t), which is a function
of recent bid success at time t, and defined by:

σkj(t) = σmax(1− τk(t)) (9)

Where τk(t) is recent bid success of MT k at time t. MT costs for the second and
all subsequent bid rounds, n+ 1, is calculated as:

βkjn+1(t) = βkjn(t)− σkj(t) (10)

All functions used in the anarchic manufacturing model are directionally correct,
providing a pragmatic and functional device reflecting the free market analogy; the
optimised function construction and parameter selection are beyond the necessities
of this study. Figure 5 (b) models the MTs operational status, which includes the
possibility of failure.
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(a) MT bidding statechart (b) MT operational statechart

Figure 5. MT agent statechart

3.4. Operation handler agent

There are two purposes for the Operation handler agent: (i) combat asynchronous
communication issues associated with agent based modelling, by synchronising com-
munication; and (ii) prioritise messages in a limited communication bandwidth. The
single Operation handler agent facilitates the bidding process on behalf of Jobs; en-
suring bids are correctly evaluated and each bid round and operation tender is reset
accordingly. In practice there are several potential solutions (including timecodes, elec-
tronic kanbans) to ensure the execution order in a distributed manner without the use
of an Operation handler agent.

4. Negotiation framework

The negotiation framework follows a free market architecture for distributed systems
(Dias and Stentz 2000), with local information methods (Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink,
and Görges 2010); low level negotiation mechanisms are a combination and adaptation
of the contract net protocol with cost factor adaptation (Kádár and Monostori 2001).
There is no predefined structure or objective to maximise flexibility; resources (ma-
chine and human) and jobs (materials evolving to products) interact locally to achieve
personal goals. This whole distributed scheduling framework is underpinned by the
concept of emergent synthesis, where individual agents pursue personal objectives to
globally solve unclear problems (Ueda et al. 2001).

Local negotiation mechanisms use a bidding format where a Job invites MTs to
tender that are within its communication radius, φi, and capable of fulfilling its oper-
ation tendered, of capability Ci. Initially a Job is prepared to pay a preset fraction of
its budget, λij(t), and calculates an initial threshold below this to try to gain market
surplus, αijn(t) is the Job’s threshold bids are evaluated against. MTs fluctuate their
cost βkjn(t) according to their utilisation, ωk(t); this is a permutation of Kádár’s ne-
gotiation method (Kádár and Monostori 2001). If the lowest cost MT βjnmin is below
the Job’s cost threshold, αijn(t), the Job is assigned to the MT, if not a second round
of bidding is started.

For the second and all subsequent rounds of bidding the Job and MTs reconsider
their bids, Jobs increase their cost threshold, by the Job’s risk factor ρi(t), and MTs
lower their cost by an amount they are willing to concede σkj(t), according to its bid
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Figure 6. Negotiation process

success, τk(t); this mechanism maximises profits for both agent types but still allocates
operations. The rebidding mechanism is repeated for a certain number of rounds, and
if unsuccessful the Job gives up and moves elsewhere to restart the tendering process
with other MTs. Figure 6 shows the negotiation framework through a flowchart where
n is the bid round, α the Job cost threshold, ρ a risk factor that changes over time, γ
the overall budget, λ the operation budget ψ number of operations remaining, φ the
Job’s communication range, D the distance between a Job and MT, C the capability
of a Job’s operation of the MT’s capabilities, β the MT cost, σ the MT cost reduction
and MT utilisation and bid success are ω and τ respectively. Subscript notation is i
the Job number, k the MT number, j the budget currency and n the bid round.

4.1. Multiple currencies

Currency is a familiar but complex concept we all use daily; a currency represents the
availability of any or all scarce resources. This scarcity is valued and communicated
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through a common and universal medium of currency which is a low-bandwidth mech-
anism (Dias and Stentz 2000). This in turn will value each goods and services in the
society relative to the society’s current needs, here the agents within the manufacturing
environment makeup the society.

Three different currencies were modelled, to represent multiple aspects or priorities
that a real manufacturer may face. Accounting for monetary cost, CO2 emissions or
other environmental stipulations; modelled as operational, emissions and environmen-
tal currency respectively. This contributes to the free market paradigm, and addresses
and weights multiple objectives that a hierarchical system or a rule-based distributed
system cannot.

4.2. Inter-job trading

Exchange of multiple currencies is a device borrowed from economics, where trading
revalues a currency’s relative worth through dynamic exchange rates (Zimmermann,
Neuneier, and Grothmann 2001). Within the anarchic manufacturing system, if a Job
has been unable to complete its next operation, due to a budget deficit with one or
multiple different currencies, it will communicate with nearby Jobs and assess whether
it can trade one currency for another. Jobs are subjected to a trade if they have a
relative surplus of one currency over another, therefore the trade does not detriment
another Job. This trade is at a predefined exchange rate for modelling simplicity; at an
approximate average operation cost for each relevant currency. The inter-job trading
mechanism is used to share and reallocate resources within the society efficiently, as
a passive collaborative mechanism between homogeneous agents still preserving their
competitive nature.

5. Hierarchical framework

A simple hierarchical manufacturing system was used to compare the relative perfor-
mance to distributed systems. An instantaneous FIFO system was used to allocate
the Jobs to the next available MT for the next operation only, in order that they
reported to the centralised scheduling agent. Rescheduling is triggered to redistribute
jobs, that are queuing and not being operated on, to MTs when a disruptive event
occurs (i.e. MT failure) or when the distribution of work is notably imbalanced (i.e.
an idle MT whilst there are jobs waiting, more than a preset number of jobs waiting
for scheduling). It is assumed there is perfect system knowledge, and rescheduling is
triggered and completed instantaneously; any time delay would be arbitrary and was
therefore not modelled. The differing levels of system sophistication is not relevant, as
the relative performance as a parameter increases is analysed.

6. Experimental framework

The framework is implemented on the AnyLogic modelling platform, a multi-method
simulation environment. Two sets of experiments were conducted, the first to mea-
sure performance against Taillard’s benchmark problems which are a known standard
(Taillard 1993), the second to characterise relative flexibility against an hierarchical
system by subjecting the systems to unforeseen disruption.
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6.1. Taillard’s benchmark problems

Taillard’s benchmark problems were used to compare the anarchic and simple hi-
erarchical (FIFO) systems against standardised job shop problems, measuring total
makespan (Taillard 1993). The anarchic framework, described above, was modified for
Taillard’s problems, as these are static scenarios with a single objective to minimise
makespan multiple currencies are not appropriate. A single currency was used and the
initial bid, β0, from MTs was calculated as:

β0 =
ω

2
+
k

2
(11)

where ω is MTs utilisation and k is the duration of the operation considered. The
cost factor reduction, σ, was modified to:

σ =
2

ν
+ 1 (12)

where ν is the historical success rate of the MT’s bidding process. φ is chosen as
15m in the model space, corresponding to 25% communication coverage for agents.

Four job shop scenarios were run from Taillard’s benchmark problems; 15 Jobs and
15 MTs, 20 Jobs and 15 MTs, 50 Jobs and 20 MTs and 50 Jobs and 15 MTs. The
overall makespan was recorded for both the anarchic and hierarchical systems.

6.2. Job shop flexibility testing

Flexibility experiments were created to understand performance under dynamic envi-
ronments, emulating real-world disruptions, testing against temporal and range dimen-
sions of flexibility (Golden and Powell 2000). The modelled manufacturing systems was
subjected to unforeseen disruption, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) were recorded
and compared. Experiments followed Taguchi’s design of experiments, to efficiently
compare a high number of interacting parameters (Clemson et al. 1995).

Key Performance Indicators
Key performance indicators were selected to reflect the qualitative definition of flex-
ibility in Section 2.4. Throughput measures efficiency and overall performance, the
standard deviation of throughput measures the responsiveness of the system to sta-
bilise after disruption. Time in system (TIS) indicates Work In Progress (WIP) levels,
and categorises the system’s lean and level of job delays indicating responsiveness. Ro-
bustness is not directly measured, however, it is inferred qualitatively from all metrics;
there is currently insufficient knowledge and lack of clarity as what defines robustness
(Golden and Powell 2000).

System layout
For experimentation a simple scalable job shop layout was selected with 12 Machines
with capabilities A and/or B that an operation requires, were laid out in a uniform
pattern for scalability. When Jobs are created they search for a machine in the central
blue box, and on completing all necessary operations exit the system at the ‘Ship’
point.
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Table 1. Parameter levels for flexibility testing
No. Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
1 Speed of movement 3 ms-1 10 ms-1 Not used

2
Job arrival rate, increased from 10 min-1

(% theoretical stability without MT failure)
12 min-1

(58%)
14 min-1

(68%)
18 min-1

(88%)
3 MT failure rate, % total capacity 6.7% 20.0% 33.3%

4
Randomness of operation length
% range of average operation duration

±6% ±30% ±57%

5
Number of MTs
(% capacity increase on level 1)

12 MTs
13 MTs

(8%)
15 MTs
(25%)

6
Environmental budget allocation for jobs
per operation

35 50 100

7 Randomness of budget allocation 0% ±10% ±30%

8
Communication range, metres
(% complete coverage)

15m (26%) 20m (34%) 50m (86%)

Parameters and Taguchi method
Parameter and scenario selection were based on real world scenarios and varying sys-
tem capability. Certain scenarios and parameters were excluded due to: model limita-
tions, their effect on the clarity of results and parameter prioritisation. The Taguchi
method was followed, to significantly reduce the number of experiments whilst testing
a high number of variables (Clemson et al. 1995).

The parameters, and their varying levels for Taguchi experiments following L18
orthogonal arrays, are shown in Table 1. Note that parameters 6-8 only impact the
anarchic system and have no impact on the hierarchical system. Each experiment was
run six times, using randomly generated numbers as inputs for relevant parameters
with variability, parallel experiments between hierarchical and anarchic systems used
identical random number inputs.

7. Results

7.1. Taillard’s benchmark problems

The results for the four Taillard’s job shop problems, reporting the anarchic and FIFO
makespan against Taillard’s published lower bounds (Taillard 1993), indicate that the
anarchic system achieves a makespan approximately 6% shorter than the hierarchical
FIFO system, but 25% longer than the lower bound establish by Taillard.

These job shop problems are static with fixed processing times and exclude variables
such as set-up times, due dates, or release dates. These scenarios have limitations emu-
lating the real world where dynamic environments including variability and disruptions
occur. However, they do validate the performance of both systems as comparable and
of reasonable capability when compared to Taillard’s published lower bound (Taillard
1993).

7.2. Job shop flexibility tests

The raw data for average throughput and average time in system metrics have signif-
icant noise, therefore a rolling average was used to read the results. All metrics were
measured during the disruption period; for standard deviation of the throughput, ab-
solute measurements were taken against the average throughput.

All three KPIs measured have a lower the better value. To compare the two sys-
tems, the KPI for each was normalised to a percentage performance level, these two
were directly compared by subtracting the hierarchical from anarchic performance.
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(a) Parameter 1, throughput (b) Parameter 1, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 1, TIS

Figure 7. Parameter 1 Job speed

A positive result indicates the anarchic system performed relatively better than the
hierarchical, this data analysis method was used for all results in Figures 7-14. As
the trend of relative performance as a parameter increases was analysed, the absolute
performance is not relevant to the analysis or relative characterisation of flexibility.

Following the Taguchi method (Clemson et al. 1995), in Figures 7-14 are the param-
eter levels plotted the anarchic performance against hierarchical, the parameter level
has been normalised where possible. The relative performance (Y-axis) is compared
to an increasing parameter level (X-axis), therefore a positive trend line / gradient in-
dicates a relatively better anarchic performance as the parameter level increases. This
comparative method negates the difference in absolute performance, by measuring the
relative change as a parameter increases.

Parameters are grouped to test the systems for unforeseen disruption and overall
system performance. The unforeseen disruption parameters’ 2-4 results displayed in
Figures 8-10, indicate level of system robustness. From all metrics there are no dis-
tinct trends, indicating that there is no clear relative improvement in performance as
disruption increases. Parameters testing system performance were largely associated
with the free market paradigm the anarchic system was designed to. Parameters 1
and 5-8 evaluate how the anarchic system deals with different environment conditions,
aiming to display any emergent free market traits. Parameter 1, job speed, shows the
hierarchical system’s reliance on speed of movement; as Figure 7 shows a decreasing
relative anarchic performance as speed increases. Parameter 5, additional MT capacity
displayed in Figure 11, shows a flat trend line indicating both are as capable to utilise
an increase in MT capacity. Parameter 6, environment budget, shows there is a peak
allocation where the free market and multiple currency mechanisms work optimally.
Parameter 7, randomness of budget allocation, shows how the anarchic system can
effectively reallocate resources as there is no clear degradation in performance as ran-
domness increases. Parameter 8, communication range, from Figure 14 shows a clear
improvement in performance as communication increases; thereby increasing both per-
formance and range of inter-job trading, both support the free market paradigm.

8. Discussion

8.1. Characterisation of flexibility

The anarchic system has not been shown to be more flexible than the hierarchical sys-
tem under increasing levels of unforeseen disruption. Increasing parameters 2, 3, 4 (job
arrival rate, MT downtime, randomness of operation duration) relative performance
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(a) Parameter 2, throughput (b) Parameter 2, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 2, TIS

Figure 8. Parameter 2 Job arrival rate

(a) Parameter 3, throughput (b) Parameter 3, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 3, TIS

Figure 9. Parameter 3 MT failure

(a) Parameter 4, throughput (b) Parameter 4, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 4, TIS

Figure 10. Parameter 4 Randomness operation length

(a) Parameter 5, throughput (b) Parameter 5, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 5, TIS

Figure 11. Parameter 5 additional MT capacity
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(a) Parameter 6, throughput (b) Parameter 6, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 6, TIS

Figure 12. Parameter 6 Environment budget

(a) Parameter 7, throughput (b) Parameter 7, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 7, TIS

Figure 13. Parameter 7 Randomness budget allocation

(a) Parameter 8, throughput (b) Parameter 8, Std Dev throughput (c) Parameter 8, TIS

Figure 14. Parameter 8 Communication range
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remained the same, indicating that the anarchic system is as robust as the hierar-
chical system. The anarchic system did perform relatively better against parameter 4
(randomness of operation duration), however, the increase was too small to suggest
greater flexibility.

In comparison to other similar studies, Windt, Böse, and Philipp (2008) use a
rule-based decision making autonomous control system in a job shop scenario, and
concludes a centralised system leads to suboptimal performance whereas increasing
autonomy improves overall performance against logistics objectives. They suggests
that peak performance is achieved against a certain level of autonomy, and that fully
decentralised systems similar to the anarchic system are not optimal due to chaotic
behaviour. Chaotic behaviour was not observed in this study, however the conclu-
sion that the anarchic system was not shown to be more flexible than hierarchi-
cal system cannot be compared to Windt, Böse, and Philipp’s paper. Additionally,
this investigation contradicts the common preconception that distributed systems are
more flexible than hierarchical ones (Cantamessa 1997; Scholz-Reiter, Rekersbrink,
and Görges 2010; Rekersbrink, Makuschewitz, and Scholz-Reiter 2009; Ouelhadj and
Petrovic 2009; Rahimifard and Newman 2001).

The results may be due to a relatively efficient hierarchical system, using a dynamic
heuristic and operating in an idealised state with instantaneous triggered rescheduling;
as soon as the system is operating in a suboptimal state. The anarchic system has been
shown to be as adaptable and efficient to this rapidly responding hierarchical system.

8.2. Self-optimising and adaptability

The anarchic system has shown signs of being dynamically self-optimising and adapt-
ing to volatility, without the need for complete information; supporting Cantamessa’s
claim that agent-based models are workload levelling (Cantamessa 1997). This is
largely drawn from inter-job trading of different currencies, thereby sharing the avail-
able resources within the job agent society. This is done without penalising individual
jobs that have been prioritised through increased budget allocation.

This dynamic self-optimisation has been shown in results for parameters 6 and 7
(environment budget allocation, randomness of budget allocation). As exchange rates
are fixed and are not dynamic, an insufficient or excessive allocation of one currency
budget will be suboptimal and impede the inter-job trading mechanism. This has been
shown in parameter 6, where performance peaks at an optimal budget allocation for
each job and the agent society. Suboptimal budget allocations significantly impede
the inter-job trading mechanism and subsequent performance. Concurrently the con-
sistency in performance against parameter 7 (budget allocation randomness) which
only impacts the anarchic system, indicates that the anarchic system can redistribute
currency appropriately between jobs to overcome volatility, achieving a consistent
global performance.

The anarchic system does not need complete information at any single point in the
system, rather the centralised system does; this can provide an advantageous system
for naturally distributed scenarios. Ueda states that centralised systems and top-down
analytics is being replaced by bottom-up synthesis, and that distributed emergent
synthetic methods are best to deal with unclear problems for both requirements speci-
fication and the environment (Ueda, Lengyel, and Hatono 2004). The anarchic system
has been shown to perform comparatively well to a centralised system in Taillard’s
benchmark problems, but unlike a centralised system it does not require full system
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knowledge at any single point.

8.3. Free market attributes

The anarchic system was created to emulate a free market architecture for distributed
systems (Dias and Stentz 2000) using a low level variant of the contract net protocol
with cost factor adaptation (Kádár and Monostori 2001). These attributes are evident
in parameter 6 and 8 (environmental budget allocation, communication distance) as
optimal currency allocation and system knowledge increases, the anarchic system im-
proves; these parameters do not impact the hierarchical system.

Increasing parameter 8, the Jobs’ communication range, improves the transfer of
information; thereby increasing competition between MTs for Job operations and ef-
ficiency of reallocating currency through the inter-job trading mechanism. The sig-
nificant improvement, from increasing communication range and system knowledges,
demonstrates free market attributes as overall performance improves as the multi agent
society tends towards perfect knowledge. This suggests the free market based anarchic
platform is capable of further development, for example using economics game theory.

8.4. Limitations

Experimental results have been limited from a number of factors, including; stochas-
ticity of non-deterministic agent based modelling, free market mechanisms and the
Taguchi method. Stochasticity within simulation modelling is an inherent feature of
agent based modelling, which enables emergent behaviour but also provides a range of
results. Basic free market mechanisms were selected to create directional behaviour,
game theory improvements require further investigation. The Taguchi method was
selected as an exploratory methodology approach to test many parameters efficiently
(Clemson et al. 1995), however, the most sensitive parameters created noise.

9. Conclusions

The anarchic system was shown to be as robust and flexible as the simple hierarchi-
cal system under unforeseen disruption. There is no clear relative inherent flexibility
displayed, this may be due to the simulation model operating in an idealised state;
with instantaneous communication and processing. The distributed anarchic system
has, however, demonstrated self-optimising and free market attributes; being able to
dynamically self-optimise random budget allocation and improving overall efficiency
as the proliferation of knowledge increased.

The distributed anarchic system proposed could have real-world application for
smart factories, limited communication bandwidth scenarios and volatile environ-
ments. Brettel et al. states that modular decentralised systems will be the future
for Industry 4.0 (Brettel et al. 2014). Where smart factories, of highly complex sup-
ply chains and products with a dynamically changing product mix, could benefit
from autonomous anarchic manufacturing to manage complexity; whilst maintain-
ing a customer-centric approach realised by bottom up decision making. Scenarios
and systems with limited communication bandwidth would benefit from a lack of re-
liance on a centralised communication and infrastructure. An anarchic solution may
be suited for volatile environments with critical operations, reducing the dependability
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on infrastructure and communications; using the anarchic system’s adaptability and
self-optimising traits displayed in this paper. Future work will evaluate and compare a
hierarchical and anarchic system as complicatedness and complexity increases; which
are key challenges envisaged for Industry 4.0. For example, increasing the number of
different shared and non-coupled resources required to complete an operation increases
complexity.
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